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Abstract 

Certain mutations in specific parts of the neuronal nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR) 

subunit genes CHRNA4, CHRNB2, and probably CHRNA2, can cause autosomal dominant 

nocturnal frontal lobe epilepsy (ADNFLE). All but one of the known causative mutations are located 

in the second transmembrane region (TM2), which serves as the major ion pore-forming domain of 

the receptor. Functional characterization of these ADNFLE mutations have shown that while each 

mutant exhibits specific properties, they all confer a gain of function with increased sensitivity to 

acetylcholine. In this work we characterize the second and third ADNFLE associated mutations 

that are external to TM2 but affect different amino acid residues within the third transmembrane 

region (TM3). The two new CHRNB2 mutations were identified in three families of Turkish Cypriot, 

Scottish and English origin. These TM3 mutations elicit the same gain of function pathomechanism 

as observed for the TM2 mutations with enhanced acetylcholine sensitivity, in spite of their unusual 

localization within the gene. Electrophysiological experiments including single channel 

measurements revealed that incorporation of these new mutant subunits do not affect the 

conductance of the ionic pore but rather increase the probability of opening. Determination of the 

sensitivity to nicotine for nAChRs carrying mutations in TM2 and TM3 showed clear differences in 

the direction and the extent to which the window current for nicotine sensitivity was shifted for 

individual mutations, indicating differences in pharmacogenomic properties that are not readily 

correlated with increased ACh affinity.  
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Introduction 

Epilepsy is one of the most prevalent neurological disorders in the population and represents a life 

long impairment that is often difficult to treat. Recent progress has been made in understanding the 

molecular basis for a range of genetically based epilepsy syndromes (Heron et al., 2007). 

Autosomal dominant nocturnal frontal lobe epilepsy (ADNFLE) is one of the syndromes 

best-characterized at the molecular level (Mulley et al., 2003; Steinlein, 2002).   

To date four mutations in CHRNA4, the gene encoding the α4 subunit of the neuronal 

nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR) have been identified (α4-S248F, α4-776ins3, α4-S252L 

and α4-T265I) (Hirose et al., 1999; Leniger et al., 2003; Steinlein et al., 1997; Steinlein et al., 

1995). Similarly, three mutations have been reported for CHRNB2, the gene encoding the 

complementary β2 subunit that participates in formation of the functional α4β2 nAChR complex 

(β2-V287L, β2-V287M, β2-I312M) (Bertrand et al., 2005; De Fusco et al., 2000; Phillips et al., 

2001). Recently, an additional mutation in the nAChR subunit gene CHRNA2 (α2-I279N) has been 

described in a family with an epilepsy phenotype closely resembling but probably not identical to 

the one seen in ADNFLE (Aridon et al., 2006). 

In nAChR channels each subunit spans the membrane four times and the second 

transmembrane segment (TM2) contributes in a barrel like manner to the wall of the ionic pore 

(Bertrand et al., 1993). The first six mutations identified in ADNFLE patients were localized within 

or at the C-terminal end of TM2. While supporting the crucial contribution of this protein segment to 

receptor function, this observation suggested that only mutations in this domain could cause 

sufficient modification to the properties of the nAChRs to trigger ADNFLE seizures. This 

hypothesis was called into question when the first ADNFLE associated mutation located in TM3 of 

CHRNB2 (β2-I312M) was described in 2005 (Bertrand et al., 2005). Now with two additional and 

previously undescribed CHRNB2 TM3 mutations associated with ADNFLE, β2-L301V and 

β2-V308A, we set out to determine if they reiterate the observations made for β2-I312M, which 

suggested that TM3 mutations might be as important for the etiology of ADNFLE as the 

established TM2 mutations. Electrophysiological experiments including single channel 
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measurements revealed that incorporation of these new mutant subunits has effects on receptor 

properties that makes them readily distinguishable not only from wild type receptors but also show 

that the previously observed gain of function pathomechanism is common to both TM2 and TM3 

mutations. Furthermore, nicotine sensitivity testing for different ADNFLE mutations showed marked 

differences that are not readily correlated to the increased ACh affinity. 

 

Methods 

Mutation detection: We routinely amplified the transmembrane domains TM1, TM2 and TM3 of 

CHRNA4 and CHRNB2 by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in ADNFLE patients using the 

following primers: CHRNA4 forward 5’-TCACCTATGCCTTCGTCATC-3’, reverse 5’-TGGCAC-

GATGTCCAGGAAGA-3’, and CHRNB2 forward 5’-TTCACACCTAGTGGTGAGTG-3’, reverse 

5’-TGGCTGCTGCATGAAGAGCA-3’. The PCR products were directly sequenced by Bigdye 

Terminator ready-reaction kit (PE Biosystems, Adelaide, Australia or Metabion, Planegg-

Martinsried, Germany). 

Mutation constructs: We introduced in the CHRNB2 mutations for the β2 subunit 

(Monteggia et al., 1995) using the PCR derived strategy described by Nelson and Long (1989). For 

β2-V287M and β2-L301V, the mutated fragment was ligated, after enzymatic digestion, at the 

unique NheI and PmlI restriction sites to the complementary wild type CHRNB2 cDNA. The 

β2-V308A mutation was PCR-engineered from CHRNB2 cDNA and cloned into the pRC/CMV 

vector (Invitrogen, Basel, Switzerland). Two overlapping PCR products, which contained the 

mutation, were obtained using β2mutf2-SP6 and β2mutr2-T7 primer couples. A second round of 

PCR was performed using a mix of the two previous PCR amplimers as a template with the 

flanking T7 and SP6 primers. The resulting full length CHRNB2 cDNA with the mutation was then 

subcloned into the pTracer EF-A vector (Invitrogen, Basel, Switzerland) using EcoRV and XbaI 

restriction sites. All cDNA constructs were sequenced. 

Oocyte expression: Oocytes were harvested from mature Xenopus females that were 

anaesthetized using tricaine and sacrificed according to animal ethic rules of Geneva canton, 

Switzerland. Ovaries were removed and stored at 4oC in physiological solution. Providing medium 
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was replaced at regular intervals, ovaries could be maintained for up to one month for oocyte 

preparation. Oocytes were isolated by mechanical and enzymatic digestion using type I 

collagenase (Sigma, Basel Switzerland) at 0.2 % in a medium deprived of calcium. Stage V and VI 

oocytes were manually selected using a binocular microscope and placed in BARTH medium that 

contained 88 mM NaCl, 1 mM KCl, 2.4 mM NaHCO3, 10 mM HEPES, 0.82 mM MgSO4 7H2O, 

0.33 mM Ca(NO3)2.4H2O, 0.41 mM CaCl2.6H2O, adjusted to pH 7.4 with NaOH and 

complemented with kanamycin (20 mg / ml), penicillin (100 U / ml) and streptomycin (100 U / ml). 

On the next day following dissociation, oocytes were injected in their nucleus with 2 ng of cDNA 

expression vector. For the expression of two cDNAs in homozygous mode (i.e. α4 and β2, in a 

ratio 1:1) 1 ng of each cDNA was injected whereas for injection of three cDNAs in heterozygous 

mode (i.e. α4 and β2 + β2 V308A, in a ratio 1:0.5:0.5) 0.5 ng of β2 and β2 V308A cDNAs were 

injected together with 1 ng of the α4 cDNA. To minimize contamination each oocyte was kept in a 

separate well of a 96-well microtiter plate (NUNC) at 18°C. During incubation time oocytes were 

kept in BARTH solution. 

Recording of nAChR properties: Two to three days after injection, oocytes were 

examined for current responses to ACh. Oocytes were impaled with two electrodes and their 

electrophysiological properties determined using a two-electrode voltage-clamp technique 

(GENECLAMP amplifier, Axon Instruments, Forster City, CA). Electrodes were made of 

borosilicate capillary glass pulled with a BB-CH-PC puller (Mecanex, Switzerland) and filled with 

filtered 3M KCl. Adequacy of the clamp was verified throughout the experiments by monitoring the 

voltage. Care was taken to use low impedance electrodes, always using the virtual ground, as 

specified by the manufacturer. These conditions allowed measurements of currents up to 30 µA. 

During the experiments, oocytes were continuously superfused with OR2 (control medium) that 

contained 82.5 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 2.5 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, 5 mM, HEPES, adjusted to 

pH 7.4 with NaOH. To mimic physiological conditions as closely as possible all experiments were 

carried out in a standard extracellular calcium concentration (2.5 mM). Solutions were gravity-fed 

at a flow rate of approximately 6 ml/min and controlled by computer-driven electromagnetic valves. 

Unless otherwise specified, the holding potential was -100 mV and experiments were performed at 

18°C. To ensure the quality of agonist dose-response curves, concentrations were applied in 
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increasing order at time intervals of at least 2 minutes, which is sufficient to allow for full recovery 

of the ACh-evoked current. Assessment of oocyte conditions was made using standard 100 µM 

ACh test pulses prior to and after dose-response curve determination. Only cells presenting no 

detectable rundown or cumulative desensitization were considered for analysis. 

Transient transfection in HEK-293 and GH4-C1 cells: For patch-clamp recordings, 

human embryonic kidney HEK-293 cells were transfected with CHRNA4 and CHRNB2 mutant 

cDNAs in the homozygous mode (ratio 1:1) together with pTracer cDNA (expressing a green 

fluorescent protein (GFP)). The FuGENE 6 transfection reagent (Roche Applied Science, 

Indianapolis, IN 46250) was used according to the manufacturer instructions. Transfection rate of 

α4 and β2 mutants was indirectly monitored by the expression of the GFP. As a small percentage 

(<5%) of HEK-293 cells successfully transfected with α4 and β2-V308A cDNAs prevented single 

channel recordings, these cDNAs were also transfected in rat pituitary GH4-C1 cells using the 

same protocol where a higher yield of expression was observed. GH4-C1 cells were subsequently 

used for single channel recordings. 

Single channel recordings: Single channels were measured in HEK-293 or GH4-C1 cells 

transiently transfected cells using the outside-out patch clamp configuration (Hamill et al., 1981). 

Briefly, the level of nAChRs expression was first evaluated using the whole-cell recording and brief 

ACh test pulses (30-100 µM, 200 ms) as previously described (Buisson and Bertrand, 2001). As 

the α4β2 nAChRs run down within a few minutes, attempts to pull outside-out patches were made 

only for cells displaying larger than average ACh-evoked currents. ACh was applied using the 

technique of liquid filament, as previously described (Buisson and Bertrand, 2001). 

 

Curve fitting: ACh concentration-activation curves were best fitted by the sum of two 

empirical Hill equations, such as:  

y = Imax(a/(1+(EC50H/x)nH1) +(1-a)/(1+(EC50L/x)nH2)) (Equation (1)) 

(Buisson and Bertrand, 2001; Covernton and Connolly, 2000). Imax is the maximal current 

amplitude and x is the agonist concentration. EC50H, nH1 and a are respectively the half-effective 

concentration, the Hill coefficient and the percentage of receptors in the high-affinity state whereas, 
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EC50L and nH2 correspond to the half-effective concentration and the Hill coefficient in the low-

affinity state.  

Concentration-inhibition curves were fitted using a single Hill equation in the form: 

y = 1 / 1+ (x/IC50)
nH (Equation (2)) 

where y is the current normalized to unity for the value recorded in control, x the concentration of 

the compound, IC50 the half inhibition and nH the Hill coefficient.  

Response decay times were fitted using a single exponential in the form y= A*exp-t/τ + B 

(Equation (3)) where A is the amplitude of the decaying current, t the time, τ the time constant in 

seconds and B the amplitude of the current at the plateau phase. Time zero for the exponential 

was set at the peak of the evoked current. Prior to fitting, curves were normalized to the maximal 

ACh-evoked current recorded at saturating concentration. For each cell, time courses were 

analyzed at 100, 50 and 25 % of the maximal response. Means and standard errors were obtained 

by pooling data measured in a series of oocytes for each of the mutants. 

Statistics: Unless otherwise indicated all values are stated as mean ± SEM. Statistical 

significance was evaluated using nonparametric Wilcoxon rank sum tests and a 5% desired level 

of significance (MATLAB, The Mathworks Inc.). 

Results 

Novel CHRNB2 TM3 mutations in ADNFLE patients: 

Family Hn is an Australian family of Turkish Cypriot origin. The 14 year-old male proband 

had nocturnal seizures starting at the age of 8 years. Attacks began with a breathless feeling or a 

feeling rising from the bottom half of his body, up to his chest and stiffening his body. His parents 

occasionally observed a grunting noise, eyes rolled up and pedaling movements of both legs. He 

remained aware, but was unable to talk. Attacks lasted 20 to 30 seconds in clusters of up to 10 per 

night. Seizures were not controlled by antiepileptic drug therapy. Interictal electroencephalography 

(EEG) showed frequent left fronto-central sharp transients. His 19 year-old brother had similar 

nocturnal episodes from 8 years of age that were documented with video-EEG and were 

consistent with frontal lobe seizures. Treatment with carbamazepine was effective and therapy was 

withdrawn in teenage. Their mother had similar nocturnal attacks from similar age. In teenage she 
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had clusters every night and was treated for a short time with diazepam. Nocturnal attacks 

persisted into adult life, but they were shorter, less frequent and she did not want treatment. 

The three affected members of the Hn family had a TM3 mutation (c.901C>G) leading to a 

β2-L301V substitution in CHRNB2 (Fig. 1A). The β2-L301 is conserved in other human nAChR 

subunit genes as well as in their orthologs (Fig. 1A+1B) with the exceptions of CHRNA7, CHRNA9 

and CHRNA10. Screening did not detect the β2-L301V mutation in any other individual (100 

anonymous blood donors, 150 patients suffering epilepsy other than ADNFLE or 80 sporadic and 

unrelated familial ADNFLE cases). 

Family C is of Scottish origin. The 24 year-old Caucasian female proband had seizures 

from early childhood. Seizures comprise of sudden waking from sleep, a deep breath and then a 

sense of inability to breathe. Her arms and legs go rigid. Sometimes she grinds her teeth and 

cannot move for 15-20 seconds. She remains fully conscious throughout the attack. Video-EEG 

confirmed that these episodes were frontal lobe seizures. The seizures are well controlled with 

lamotrigine. Her mother has history of similar episodes, although these were much less frequent 

and severe. A maternal aunt and two cousins were similarly affected. 

Mutation screening of the two available members of family C (the proband and her mother) 

revealed another TM3 mutation in CHRNB2, c.923T>C which gives rise to the β2-V308A 

substitution (Fig. 1C). The β2-V308 amino acid residue is fully conserved between species and 

among other nAChR subunits (Fig. 1D).  

The β2-V308A mutation was also found in the four affected members from an English 

three-generation family (family A138)(Fig. 1C). The 14 year-old female proband and her 16 year-

old sister had nocturnal seizures starting at age 8 and 15 years, respectively. Seizure frequency in 

the proband was up to 5-10 attacks per night, while her sister only infrequently had seizures. In 

both the seizures responded well to carbamazepine. They had normal brain imaging (CT, MRT) 

and normal interictal EEG. Seizures are readily controlled with small doses of carbamazepine, and 

both girls perform well in school. The father started having nocturnal seizures in his early 20’s and 

his epilepsy was treated but not sufficiently controlled with valproate. The paternal grandfather is 

also known to have nocturnal seizures starting at age 40 years but has never been treated. 

Seizures can occur every five minutes for up to 1-2 hours, and, like the other affected family 
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members, he has no recall of them. Both father and grandfather did well in their jobs and are not 

known to have any cognitive or psychiatric problems. Genotyping of three SNPs (single nucleotide 

polymorphisms) that are located in close vicinity to the mutation β2-V308A (rs2072659, rs2072660, 

rs2072661) demonstrated that all four affected members of the English family and the two patients 

from the Scottish family C share the same haplotype, but family sizes were too small to be 

conclusive about a possible relationship (or common founder) between both families (data not 

shown).  

Functional properties of β2-L301V and β2-V308A: 

Since all patients are heterozygous for the new TM3 mutations, functional experiments 

were carried out by co-expressing equal amounts of normal and mutant CHRNB2 cDNAs together 

with wild type CHRNA4 cDNA according to the method previously described (Moulard et al., 2001). 

Oocytes co-expressing the control and mutant subunits responded to ACh with robust currents 

comparable in magnitude to those recorded in cells expressing control subunits. The β2-L301V 

containing receptors were characterized by an increase in current amplitude at 1 mM ACh (173% 

of the value for control receptors recorded in sibling oocytes, Fig. 3A) and increased ACh 

sensitivity (Fig. 2A, filled squares, n=22; Table 1). In agreement with previous reports best fits were 

obtained with the sum of two empirical Hill equations (Equation (1)). Both the high and low affinity 

EC50s decrease by a factor of about 1.5 (3.8 and 41.2 µM for the β2-L301V mutant versus 5.8 and 

63.9 µM for the control; Fig 3B) but only the EC50H was significantly different from the control. In 

parallel the fraction of the high affinity, represented by the parameter ‘a’, significantly increased by 

2.2 fold (56% versus 25%; see Fig. 3B).  

Similarly, when responses from cells expressing the β2-V308A mutant allele were 

compared to those of control a statistically significant difference in ACh sensitivity and current 

amplitude was observed. ACh-evoked currents were larger and decayed more slowly during the 

agonist application than the control (Fig. 2B, left panel). At 1 mM ACh currents were 39% larger 

than those measured in oocytes expressing control receptors (Fig. 3A). This increase in current 

amplitude was accompanied by an increase in ACh sensitivity (Fig. 2B; filled squares, n=10; Table 

1). As for β2-L301V the mutation caused a reduction in both the high and low affinity EC50s (1.6 
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and 37.4 µM versus 5.8 and 63.9 µM for the control; Fig. 3B). However, a significant difference 

was observed only for the high affinity component (EC50H) of the mutant. Enhancement of the 

β2-V308A receptor function was further illustrated by the 2.1 fold increase of the fraction in the 

high affinity component (53% versus 25%). 

Analysis of the response time course 

While measurements of the mean current amplitude and agonist sensitivity provide a first 

estimation of a given receptor property, other parameters such as the response time course are 

also determinants of neurotransmission. For instance, it is well known that receptors presenting a 

faster rate of desensitization would impair synaptic transmission. Although desensitization is a 

complex mechanism a first approach in characterizing this property involves measuring the 

response decay time during the agonist exposure. To simulate natural conditions as close as 

possible all recordings were acquired in control medium. Neuronal nAChRs can flux a significant 

amount of calcium (Galzi et al., 1996; Sands and Barish, 1991; Séguéla et al., 1993), which could 

lead to the activation of calcium-activated currents, such as chloride currents that are 

endogenously expressed by oocytes. Minimization of chloride current contamination can be 

achieved either by reducing the extracellular concentration of calcium or by use of intracellular 

calcium chelating agents. However, these approaches present additional difficulties. Both 

extracellular and intracellular calcium concentrations have been shown to modify the nAChR 

responses. For instance, extracellular calcium ions have been shown to act as a powerful allosteric 

modulator (Galzi et al., 1996). Thus, divalent ion concentrations should be kept within their 

physiological range. 

To characterize ACh-evoked responses in the control and mutant receptors, the 

experimental strategy was to first determine their dose-response profiles and then record the 

currents at ACh concentrations that evoked 25, 50 and 100% of the maximal responses for each 

receptor type. Recordings obtained from different cells in response to a 5s ACh application were 

normalized to the maximal current and the decay time was fitted to a single exponential equation 

(see methods; Equation (3)). A plot of the average time course is shown in Fig. 4A-D and 

illustrates the properties of control, β2-L301V, and β2-V308A mutants. The best fits for the three 

ACh conditions and the four constructs are summarized in Table 2. These data clearly reveal the 
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contribution of the mutations to the response time course. In addition a slowing down of the 

response decay time was observed for the maximal ACh-evoked currents in the β2 mutants 

compared to controls. This effect is best revealed when one compares the τ values for current 

decay as in Fig. 4E (β2-L301V, circles n=9 and β2-V308A triangles, n=12). The four-fold increase 

in the τ values for the β2 subunit mutations was significant versus the control. Additionally, 

significant differences were detected in the amplitude of the plateau phase with up to a doubling of 

its value for the β2-L301V mutant. 

To evaluate the possible contribution of chloride contamination the same experiments were 

repeated following incubation with the calcium chelating agent BAPTA-AM (100 µM, overnight). 

Measurements of the response time course determined in oocytes loaded with BAPTA-AM are 

shown in Figure 4E-G and time constant obtained by curve fitting procedures similar to those 

previously described are summarized in panel H. These data indicate that no significant 

modification of the response decay time can be observed in presence of the BAPTA chelating 

agent and suggest a possible contribution of the chloride channels in the difference of time course 

observed in control conditions. These results are summarized in Table 2. 

As oocyte perfusion yields limited time resolution, additional determination of the 

desensitization was examined in mammalian cells transfected with the control and mutated 

receptors. Results obtained using whole cell recordings and a fast drug application system with a 

piezoelectric driven liquid filament are summarized in Figure 5A. Electrodes were filed with EGTA 

(5 mM) containing medium, which buffers the intracellular calcium concentration and prevents 

contamination by calcium-activated currents. Results obtained in these experiments indicate no 

statistically significant differences in the time constant between control and mutated receptors 

(Student’s t-Test > 0.05). 

Single channel conductance is not affected by the mutations: 

The best way to discriminate the mechanisms underlying the larger current amplitude 

observed in the whole cell is to examine single channel conductance. For this purpose cells were 

transfected with either the control (CT-α4β2), one of the two new TM3 mutations (β2-L301V, β2-

V308A) or, for comparison, one of the TM2 mutations (β2-V287M). Two to four days following 

transfection cells were investigated in patch clamp using whole cell and outside-out patch 
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configurations. For all the constructs investigated, typical single channel recording activity was 

observed in cells expressing large ACh-evoked currents (> 200 pA). As shown in Fig. 5 (traces, top 

panels) current deflections recorded during the ACh-application display comparable amplitude 

between the control (CT-α4β2) and the three mutants (β2-V287M, β2-L301V and β2-V308A). Main 

single channel conductance was 42 to 46 pS for controls and all mutants investigated (n≥5 

different patches for each construct). A very fast rundown with suppression of single channel 

activity within a minute or two was observed in all recordings independently of the expressed 

construct. Whole cell currents were obtained in 66 % of 50 cells tested for CT-α4β2, 28.6 % of 140 

cells tested for α4β2L301V and 15.8 % of 278 cells tested for α4β2V308A. Outside out patches 

were successfully obtained in 10% of CT-α4β2, 3.6% of α4β2L301V and 1.8% of α4β2V308A 

expressing cells. Although the limited number of patches and fast rundown (less than 30s) 

prevents thorough analysis of single channel activity these data illustrate that the considered 

ADNFLE mutations do not affect the single channel conductance and therefore that increase in 

current amplitude must be attributed to an increased probability of opening. 

Altered sensitivity of mutant receptors to the nicotine:  

As the ADNFLE mutations in the α4 or β2 subunits represent the first sets of non-synonymous 

variants reported in the human population, it is of value to examine if these mutations cause 

additional modification of the receptor properties. An obvious question is whether such mutation 

could correlate to smoking behavior and possibly alter nicotine sensitivity. Moreover, since nicotine 

was shown to provoke both activation and desensitization of the α4β2 nAChR it is important to 

determine both parameters independently. Sensitivity to sustained nicotine exposure was tested 

using the protocol summarized in Fig.6 legend. A progressive desensitization of the ACh-evoked 

current was observed for controls and all the β2 mutants (Fig. 6 A). Corresponding concentration-

inhibition curves in Fig.6, panel B illustrate the difference of desensitization between the mutant 

receptors β2-L301V and β2-V287M in comparison to the control. The IC50 obtained for β2-V287M 

containing receptors was significantly lower than the IC50 calculated for controls (IC50CT=63 ± 21 

vs. IC50β2-V287M=9.2 ± 1.3, p=0.015, Fig.6C) whereas the IC50 for β2-L301V was significantly 

higher (IC50β2-L301V=349 ± 26, p=0.005, Fig.6C).  
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Nicotine concentration activation curves were determined over a broad range of 

concentrations by exposing cells to brief nicotine test pulses. Plot of the peak current evoked by 

nicotine as a function of the logarithm of the nicotine concentration yielded typical dose-response 

curve that are shown in Figure 7 (right traces in each four panels). A window current that is defined 

by the overlap between the desensitization and activation curves can be defined for the control and 

mutated receptors (indicated by gray areas). Notice a right shift of the window current for the 

α4β2-L301V and the α4β2-V308A whereas the α4β2-V287M displays a pronounced leftward shift. 

Altogether these data illustrate that mutation of a single amino acid in the β2 subunit can cause a 

significant modification of the receptor sensitivity to nicotine confirming the pharmacogenomic 

relationship of ligand gated channels. 

Discussion 

Epilepsy is one of the most common neurological disorders, affecting at least 2% of the 

population at some time in life (Hauser et al., 1993). The finding of a naturally occurring mutation in 

CHRNA4 associated with ADNFLE, a rare form of epilepsy, was the first demonstration that the 

genetic modification of a ligand-gated channel can cause seizures (Steinlein et al., 1995). This first 

observation was followed by a number of studies that have confirmed that functional disruption of 

ligand-gated channels can associated with epilepsy (Berkovic and Scheffer, 2001; Meisler et al., 

2001)(Steinlein, 2008). 

Localization of the mutations in the protein structure and receptor sensitivity 

The first six reported ADNFLE mutations reported (α4-S248F, α4-259insL, α4-S252L, α4-

T265I, β2-V287M or L) were all located within or juxtaposed to TM2. Therefore, it was first 

predicted that only mutations in this critical region would cause sufficient modification of the 

properties of the receptors to lead to ADNFLE. However, mutations in the neuromuscular junction 

nAChRs, which are responsible for certain congenital myasthenic syndromes, have been found in 

all five subunits of this class of receptor and are widely distributed along the protein sequence 

(Croxen et al., 2002; Croxen et al., 1997). Similarly, mutations of the structurally related glycine 

receptor associated with hyperekplexia have been found in different protein domains (Lewis et al., 

1998; Rees et al., 2002). These observations are consistent with the role we now propose for 
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nAChR mutations located outside the TM2 domain, in the etiology of ADNFLE (Bertrand et al., 

2005). 

Amino acid sequence comparison between various nAChR subunits demonstrates that the 

β2-L301 and β2-V308 residues are highly conserved. The position 301 corresponds to the break 

between the alpha helix and beta sheet structures of TM3 in the model proposed by Le Novère et 

al. (1999) (see Fig. 1C). An alternative hypothesis can be derived from the suggested structure of 

the Torpedo marmorata muscle receptor, resolved at 4 Å (Miyazawa et al., 2003). According to this 

high-resolution model the four transmembrane segments (TM1-TM4) of the muscle receptor span 

the membrane as alpha-helices. Moreover, these helices seem to protrude well beyond the 

extracellular and intracellular boundaries. This model would implicate strong interactions between 

TM2 and its adjacent TM1 or TM3 segments. Mutations in CHRNB2-TM3 could therefore alter the 

movement of TM2 by direct interaction in a comparable manner to that hypothesized for the 

TM3-V285I mutation in the α1 muscle receptor subunit (Miyazawa et al., 2003). In this 

interpretation, the interaction between the non-moving TM3 and moving TM2 would be reinforced 

by longer amino acid side chains to reduce channel opening. Conversely, shorter amino acid side 

chains such as those observed in the TM3 ADNFLE mutations could facilitate the motion of TM2 

and promote opening of the gate that would be observable as an increase in the apparent ACh 

sensitivity. 

 ADNFLE mutations and the response kinetics 

Analyses of the ACh-evoked responses (Fig. 2) shows that the responses of the receptors 

containing β2-L301V and β2-V308A had greater plateau values and decayed more slowly than 

controls. Analysis of the response decay time provides a first approximation of receptor 

desensitization kinetics. Desensitization is a complex mechanism that has been shown to depend 

upon multiple factors including the N-terminal structure of the receptor as well as phosphorylation 

of intracellular domains (Bohler et al., 2001; Fenster et al., 1999; Quick and Lester, 2002). 

Adequately described by a single exponential (see methods), the time constant τ exhibits a 

surprising relationship versus the ACh concentration for the CHRNB2 mutants. The receptors 

containing β2-L301V and β2-V308A show indeed a higher plateau level and slower decay time at 

high ACh concentrations. Because the data were recorded in normal external calcium conditions it 
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could be claimed that responses are modified by the contamination by calcium activated chloride 

currents. Recordings obtained from oocytes in presence of a calcium-chelating agent (BAPTA) 

reveal no significant differences in the decaying time course, which suggests that the difference 

reported above might have been caused by the activation of chloride channels. Moreover, decay 

time measured using whole cell recordings in presence of EGTA in the intracellular medium show 

no difference in the response time course. Modifications in the kinetics of the response time course 

were reported for rat nAChRs that were engineered to harbor the ADNFLE mutations (Rodrigues-

Pinguet et al., 2003). While for the rat nAChR, curve fitting was done only for one ACh 

concentration (about 40 µM) and using the sum of two exponentials, it is interesting to note that for 

the control type nAChRs the fast decay time of human and rat receptors are similar. A faster decay 

time was also reported for the rat receptor into which the mutation corresponding to the human α4-

S252L was introduced (Matsushima et al., 2002). However, we observed that modification of the 

ACh response time course was not a common feature between the different mutations and can 

therefore not fully explain the triggering of ADNFLE seizures. 

ADNFLE mutations do not modify single channel conductance  

Changes in the mean current can be due either to higher surface expression of the 

receptors or to altered single channel properties. Studies performed on rat nAChRs in which 

ADNFLE mutations were introduced, showed that modifications of current amplitudes were not due 

to the differences in level of protein expression. Thus, it was concluded that these mutations do not 

detectably affect protein synthesis or receptor processing and insertion into the cell membrane 

(Rodrigues-Pinguet et al., 2003). In order to further understand the mechanisms linked to the 

changes described above, single channel measurements were performed. Recordings obtained in 

the outside-out configuration revealed that receptors containing mutations β2-V287M, β2-L301V 

and β2-V308A display unitary conductance’s (42-43 pS) similar to those of control receptors (46 

pS). Although the very fast and profound run down of single channel activity prevented kinetic 

analysis, duration of openings seemed prolonged in the mutant receptors. These data suggest 

therefore that the increased ACh sensitivity and prolonged current duration induced by mutations 

in the TM3 domain of the β2 subunit arise from modification of the allosteric properties of the 

receptor without changes in single channel conductance. 
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ADNFLE mutations change the response to nicotine  

The physiological and behavioral effects of nicotine are primarily mediated by nAChRs and 

it was already reported that nicotine could act as an anti-epileptic agent by reducing seizures in 

ADNFLE patients harboring the α4-776ins3 and α4-S248F mutation (Brodtkorb and Picard, 2006). 

We therefore investigated the potential effects of nicotine on ADNFLE mutations located in either 

TM2 or TM3. The desensitization induced by nicotine was significantly more pronounced for the 

TM2 mutant β2-V287M than for the control, but was significantly decreased for the TM3 mutant β2-

L301V in comparison to the control. However, depending on the range of nicotine concentrations 

investigated, it is also necessary to take the nicotine activation curve into account. Thus, it is even 

more physiologically relevant to examine the window current resulting from both desensitization 

and activation curve and reflecting the effective nicotinic current contribution among a range of 

concentrations (Fig.7). Interestingly, the window currents of the mutant β2-L301V and β2-V308A 

were slightly shifted to the right of the window current obtained for controls but it was leftward 

shifted in the case of the mutant β2-V287M (Fig. 7). These effects occurred independently from the 

increased ACh sensitivity common to all mutations. The mean physiological concentration of 

nicotine in smokers’ brain varies from 0.06 to 0.4 µM (Benowitz et al., 1989). In this range of 

concentrations, the total reduction (desensitization – activation contribution) of the ACh-evoked 

current due to nicotine was 20-50% for β2-L301V, 30-60% for β2-V308A, 45-70% for controls and 

65-95% for β2-V287M. It is tempting to speculate that an ADNFLE patient carrying the mutation 

β2-V287M would better reduce their seizure susceptibility by smoking or other means of nicotine 

application than an ADNFLE patient carrying, for example, the mutation β2-L301V, assuming that 

inactivation by desensitization of the mutant receptors is responsible for the beneficial effect of 

nicotine. Although reduced seizure susceptibility by nicotine was only reported for carriers of 

CHRNA4 mutations, these differences provide new insights in the potential treatment of ADNFLE 

patients refractory to standard antiepileptic therapy. 

 Altogether the present data indicate that mutations in the TM3 domain of nAChR subunits 

such as CHRNB2 are likely to be as important for the etiology of ADNFLE as previously shown for 

TM2 mutations. Mutations in TM3 increase the sensitivity to ACh, thus sharing the gain of function 

effect that has been proposed to be common to all previously described ADNFLE mutations. The 
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TM3 mutations do not increase the conductance of the ionic pore as demonstrated by single 

channel measurement suggesting a causal increase in the open probability of the channel. The 

various nicotine desensitization-activation profiles of different CHRNB2 mutants investigated here 

revealed significant differences in the sensitivity to this natural alkaloid that are not correlated to 

the increased ACh affinity, emphasizing the pharmacogenomic link between single amino-acid 

changes and individual drug responses.  
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Figure legends 

Figure 1 Sequence alignment and mutation positions. 

A, C) Pedigrees of families Hn ,C and A138 with their typical chromatograms of the sequence 

where the mutations are located. Affected individuals are indicated by filled symbols, stars show 

subjects tested positive for mutations. Probands are indicated by arrows. B, D) nAChR genes and 

corresponding protein sequences with homologies (indicated by box) at amino acid positions 301 

and 308 in CHRNB2. E) Left, schematic representation of the nAChR embedded in the cell plasma 

membrane derived from the high-resolution electron microscopic images (Miyazawa et al., 1999). 

Right, diagram of the putative transmembrane organization of the nAChRs based on the model 

proposed by Le Novère and Changeux (1999). (❂) β2-V287M, (*) β2-L301V and (+) β2-V308A 

indicate positions of the mutations with respect to the putative structure of the transmembrane 

domains. 

Figure 2 Mutations increase the ACh sensitivity. 

Representative ACh-evoked currents recorded in control and mutant β2-L301V containing 

receptors in the heterozygous mode (A), β2-V308A (B). Left panels, currents evoked by increasing 

ACh concentrations recorded in oocytes expressing mutant receptors or sibling oocytes expressing 

control receptors. Bars above the traces indicate the duration of the agonist application. Values on 

the left of each trace indicate the applied ACh concentration (in µM). Right panels, dose-response 

curves recorded for controls (open circles A, n= 10; B, n= 9 and C, n=9) and the mutant containing 

receptors (filled squares A, n= 22; B, n= 10; C, n= 8). Data points are expressed as mean values ± 

SEM. Continuous lines through the data points are the best fits according to equation (1). Values 

of the parameters are given in Table 1. 

Figure 3 Mutations affect current amplitude and receptor sensitivity. 

A) Bars correspond to the mean current values recorded in a series of oocytes. B) Mutations effect 

on the dose-response parameters. Histograms represent the ratios between control and mutants 
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computed as follows, column a = aMutant/aCT, EC50H = EC50HCT/EC50HMutant and EC50L = 

EC50LCT/EC50LMutant (Values used for the ratio computations are presented in Table 1). CT 

refers to the values of the control α4β2 nAChR whereas Mutant refers to the β2-L301V and 

β2-V308A respectively. Statistically significant differences are indicated by the * (P < 0.05).  

Figure 4 Decay time course of the ACh evoked currents. 

A) Average currents recorded in controls (n=12) and evoked by three ACh concentrations are 

superimposed. Values were sampled every 250 ms and represented as mean and standard errors. 

To improve visibility lines were drawn between data points. Continuous curves correspond to the 

best fit obtained with a single exponential (methods, Equation (3)) and their values are 

summarized in Table 2. Time zero corresponds to the beginning of the recording while exponential 

decay was adjusted with a time zero at the peak of ACh-evoked currents. Fraction of currents 

presented in A, B and C correspond to 25, 50 and 100% of the responses evoked by 1 mM ACh. 

B), C) Data obtained in oocytes expressing receptors with the β2-L301V (n = 9) and β2-V308A (n= 

12) mutations, respectively, are represented. Criteria and data treatments were the same as those 

described in (A). D) Plot of the decay time constant τ as a function of the agonist concentration. In 

agreement with the enhanced receptor sensitivity, the ACh concentrations evoking 25% of 

maximal responses were shifted toward lower values for the two mutants. Note the increase of the 

τ values for the highest ACh test pulses in the mutants in comparison to controls. To eliminate the 

possible contribution of calcium activated chloride channels the same experiments were repeated 

in BAPTA-AM (100 µM, overnight) treated oocytes. Panels E-H were obtained in conditions similar 

from those shown in A-D following calcium chelation. 

Figure 5 Expression of control and mutated nAChRs in mammalian cells. 

A) Typical whole cell current recordings evoked by brief ACh pulses (100 µM, 400 ms) for the 

control, the β2L301V and β2V308A. Time constant of desensitization was determined by curve 

fitting with a single exponential and a constant in the form y = -A *exp –t/τ + B, where y = the 

current in pA, t = the time in ms, A, τ and B are constants. Cells were held at -100 mV and time 

constant ± standard error of mean for each cDNA type are indicated under the corresponding 
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traces. B) β2 mutations do not modify single channel conductance. Typical outside-out 

recordings from patches pulled from cells expressing the control (CT-α4β2) and mutated (β2-

V287M, β2-L301V and β2-V308A) nAChRs are shown in the upper traces. These traces illustrate 

the inward deflection observed when the channel is open (o) versus closed (c). Bars above the 

traces indicate the timing of ACh application. The current amplitude observed during single 

channel opening is not affected by the mutation (dashed line). Cumulative amplitude histograms 

obtained from at least three individual patches are shown in the lower panel. Continuous lines are 

the best fit obtained using Gaussian distributions and single channel amplitudes of –2.9 pA for 

β2V287M and β2L301V, -3.05 pA for β2V308A and –3.1 pA for controls, which respectively yield 

main single channel conductances of 42, 43 and 45pS. Multiple openings, such as observed for 

the β2-V287M mutant, are indicative of the activity of at least three receptors within the patch, and 

can be fitted with multiple Gaussians using the same conductance. 

Figure 6 Sustained nicotine exposure desensitize the α4β2 nAChR. 

A) Traces presented in the left panel illustrate the typical effects of a sustained nicotine exposure 

on ACh-evoked currents for the control (CT-α4β2, open circles) and ADNFLE mutants (β2-V287M 

solid diamonds, β2-L301V solid triangles and β2-V308A solid squares). Sensitivity of the cell was 

tested at 90 s intervals by a brief ACh test pulse (30 µM, 3 µM and 10 µM respectively, 2s). These 

ACh concentrations roughly activate half of the receptors. Following a stabilization period, nicotine 

is applied in the bath and ACh responses recorded again. Note the progressive reduction of the 

ACh-evoked current during the sustained nicotine exposure. Same experiments were repeated for 

a series of nicotine concentrations allowing to examine the relationship between nicotine 

concentration and fraction of inhibition. B) Plot of the peak ACh-evoked current recorded after 12 

minutes nicotine exposure, as a function of the nicotine concentration used in desensitization 

experiments (left panel) yielded typical concentration-inhibition curves. Lines through the data 

points are the best fit obtained with the Hill equation (Equation 2, see methods). C) The histogram 

illustrates the difference in nicotine IC50’s of the mutants versus the control receptors. Number of 

cells measured for each construct is indicated in parenthesis and statistically significant differences 
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from the controls by the asterisk. To minimize effects caused by the activation of calcium 

dependent chloride currents, all data have been recorded from cells treated with the 

calcium-chelating agent BAPTA-AM (100 µM > 3 hours). All data have been obtained from 

heterozygous expression of the mutated and non-mutated alleles injected at equimolar cDNA 

concentrations. 

Figure 7 Nicotine activation and desensitization define a window current. 

Nicotine desensitization profiles for the control (CT-α4β2), and three ADNFLE mutant receptors 

(β2-V287M, β2-L301V and β2-V308A) are presented together with the respective activation 

profiles (filed symbols). As in Figure 6, all data have been obtained from heterozygous expression. 

Bars indicate the standard error of mean. Continuous curves through the data points are the best 

fits obtained with Equation 2 for the desensitization and Equation 1 for the activation (see 

methods). Respective values obtained from these fits were: CT-α4β2 EC50H = 1.54 ± 0.42 nHH = 

0.9 ± 0.01, a = 29 % ± 3 EC50L = 10.3 µM ± 0.42 nHL = 1.56 ± 0.07 (nb cells = 8), α4β2-V287M 

EC50H = 0.16 ± 0.01 nHH = 0.9 ± 0.05, a = 39 % ± 0.01 EC50L = 2.68 µM ± 0.42 nHL = 1.76 ± 0.08 

(nb cells = 5), α4β2-L301V EC50H = 1 ± 0.18 nHH = 1 ± 0.02, a = 19 % ± 0.01 EC50L = 9.75 µM ± 

1.28 nHL = 1.7 ± 0.11 (nb cells = 4), α4β2-V308A EC50H = 1.35 ± 0.39 nHH = 0.94 ± 0.02, a = 30 % 

± 4 EC50L = 6.7 µM ± 0.75 nHL = 1.4 ± 0.01 (nb cells = 5). Dash lines indicate the best fits obtained 

for the control receptor (CT-α4β2). The grey areas indicate the window currents that are the 

overlap between desensitization and activation. Note the important shift in the window currents 

between the control and mutated receptors independently of the increased ACh sensitivity. Cells 

were treated with BAPTA-AM as in Figure 6. 
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